
Year 3 Newsletter 

English 
In Term 1  we will be using a range of texts which will inspire writing based on 
character and setting. The children will also write informal letters as well as a 
simple biography. Our SPaG focus will be around ensuring that what is written 
is accurately punctuated and that the common Yr 2 and 3 words are spelt   
correctly.   
Maths 
In maths, our main focus will be place value and number. The children will be 
introduced to 3 digit numbers. They will  explore and investigate the value of 
each digit in these. We will then begin to apply this knowledge to addition and 
subtraction including some new written methods.  
Science 
Our science topic is ‘Rocks and Soils’. We will explore the new language,      
vocabulary and concepts within this topic and the children will have many     
opportunities to investigate using practical resources. Below is a list of the 
key vocabulary for science: 
 
Metamorphic Rock— A rock changed by intense heat and pressure 
Sedimentary Rock– A rock that has been formed in layers and formed under pres-
sure 
Igneous Rock —Rock formed when lava is cooled. 
Fossil—  The preserved remains of an animal or plant that once lived. 
Permeable—Allows water to pass through 
Impermeable—Stops water from passing into or through 

Home Learning  
Maths sheets will be sent weekly, these should 

take around 20 minutes to complete.  
Five times reading is still an expectation– reading 
records to be in school on a Friday (we are still 

awaiting a delivery so please note this in the     
contact book).  

Times tables rock star (TTRS) should be accessed 
three times a week. The class teacher will monitor 

and challenge the children appropriately.  
Spellings will be weekly and from the Year 3/4 

common exception words list.  

Welcome to Year 3!  
It has been lovely to welcome the children back to school. They have been fantastic at adapting to and        

remembering the new routines we have in place. They have made a brilliant start to the new learning in Year 3 
and they all seem excited about what Miss Sinfield and Mr Martin have in store for them this year.  

Timetable  
 

Monday-PE—outside 
Tuesday–  
Wednesday– PE outside, Spelling Test, 
Home Learning Due in  
Thursday-  
Friday– Spellings and Home learning sent 
home, Reading record books in school 



VIPS East Borough  
Year 3 

Our Global Theme: Identity and Diversity  
Our Questions: Are some objects worth more than others? 
Our Concepts:  
Tradition - 
1.The transition of customs or beliefs from generation to generation. 
2.A long established custom or belief that has been passed on from one generation to another. 
Community.  
1.A group of people living in the same place or having a  
particular characteristic. 
2. A group of people living together practicing a common ownership.  
Belief  
1.An acceptance that something exists or is true, especially one without proof. 
2. Trust, faith or confidence in someone or something.  
Authentic Outcome 
The children will be collecting items linked to the learning in a special box. They will be inviting their parents into school to share what they have 
learnt as well as inviting adult to bring in a special object to hear all about.  

Key vocabulary for this theme: 
Geography 
Nile– River in Egypt 
Egypt– North African country  
Settlement– A place where humans have chosen to settle/live. 
Civilisation– A large development of people who live together and share similar ideas. 
History 
Tomb– A place where a dead body is placed 
Tutankhamun—A famous Egyptian Pharaoh  
Pharaoh– An Egyptian leader 
Afterlife– Where a believer understands a body to go after death 
Mummification– A process used to prepare a body and enable it to move to an afterlife.  

In Year 3 our theme of Identity and Diversity will be addressed through the subjects of history and        
geography. Our history learning will be based around ancient civilisations with the focus being ‘The        

Egyptians’. The geography learning will be closely linked to the history as we will learn about settlements, 
why humans chose to settle in particular places linked to Egypt as well as the physical and human features 

associated with this region of the world.  


